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    Unit 3 - Philanthropy     

essentially   adv     annual   adj     
assistance   n      rush   v      
regardless   adv     extend   v      
ethnic   adj     appreciation   n       
catastrophe   n     gratitude   n      

   
    Unit 4 – Countries & Cities     

fusion   n     species   n     
monsoonal   adj     major   adj     
peninsula   n     consist of   v     
appeal to   v     showcase   v      
habitat   n             

                                                              Unit 3     

Vocabulary     
a) Choose the correct word from a, b, c & d:     
     

1. Hala February Festival is a/ an …………….…. event in Kuwait.     
     
a) annual        b) ethnic              c) cracked                   d) constant     

2. People should be treated well ……….…… their religious or political backgrounds.     
     
a) essentially    b) devotedly           c) regardless           d) obviously     

3. The volcano is a natural …………………that destroys buildings and cities.     
     
a) gratitude     b) catastrophe           c) assistance           d) bond     

     

4. After the robbery, the thieves tried to …………….out of the bank.     
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a) extend        b) rush                c) seek                d) regard     

Grammar     
A) Choose the correct answer: (4x2= 8 M)      

My neighbour, (which - who - whose) son is very naughty, has a big dog. It is the same 

dog, (who - which - whose) always barks night and day and makes noise in the area. All 

the other people, (which - who - whose) lives in our place, complain about it. Yesterday, 

my husband, (which - who - whose) is very busy, saw the dog biting a small boy 

walking in the street.   

B) Join the following sentences:     
5. My uncle works as an engineer. He likes his job very much.     

………………………………………………………………………….……………..     
6. I bought a new washing machine. It was very expensive.     

………………………………………………………………………….……………..     
7. Mona is a pretty girl. She always helps all her friends.     

………………………………………………………………………….……………..     

8. The man is waiting for the bus. His hat is red.     

………………………………………………………………………….……………..     
9. This is my friend. She was  injured in an accident last week.     

………………………………………………………………………….……………..     
10. Ahmed is a clever artist. His paintings are vivid ones.     

……………………………………………………………… ………………………..     

C) Do as shown between brackets:     

11. If you got enough sleep, ……………………………….……………… (Complete)     
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12. Salma would join a sports club if she ………………………………… (Complete)     

13. If I were you, I (try) my best to achieve my goals. …………….. (Correct the verb)     

D) Choose the correct answer:     

-Our grandparents (used to - use to - uses to) live a simple life. If they wanted to eat 
healthy food, they (will have - would have - would have had) fresh vegetables and fruits. 
If their children wanted to enjoy their time, they (would tell - will tell - told) them 
stories. Nowadays, people of different ages surf the Internet for exciting online games. If 
I were them, I (would help- help – will help) my children to do any physical activity 
daily.    

Reading Comprehension     
Read the following passage carefully, and then do as required below:     

   A hat seller was going to the village market to sell his hats. He walked for a long time 
through the green forest and felt tired, so he decided to take a rest. He saw a tall tree. He 
sat under it and soon fell asleep. On the tree, lived many monkeys. They saw the man 
sleeping with a hat on his head. They all came down to see. They found a bag full of 
colourful hats next to him. Monkeys like to imitate what people do so, they took the hats 
and wore them on their heads just like the man. Then, they climbed up the high branches 
of the tree.     

   After some time, the hat seller woke up. He found his bag empty. All the hats were 
missing. He looked around, but he didn’t find them. He was very sad. All of a sudden, he 
heard loud noises coming from above, so he looked up and for his surprise he saw ten 
monkeys in the tree wearing his hats.     

   The hat seller wanted to get his hats back but the monkeys were too fast he couldn’t 
catch them. An idea struck his mind. He, at once, took off his hat and threw it on the 
ground and all the monkeys threw their hats on the ground, too. Monkeys are good 
imitators. The hat seller collected all the hats and went to sell them in the village market.  
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A) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:     
    

1) The best title for the story could be:     

a) The Village Market     

b) The Smart Hat Seller     

c) The Green Forest     

d) The Colourful Hats    

e)    

2) The underlined word ( imitate ) in the 1st paragraph means:     

a) to jump high     

b) to climb a tree     

c) to do what others do     

d) to fall asleep     

3) The pronoun ( they ) in the 1st paragraph refers to:     

a) monkeys     

b) people     

c) hats     

d) heads     

4) The hat seller looked up because:     

a) he saw the tree branches     

b) he heard loud noises     

c) he found his colorful hats     

d) he was feeling tired     
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5) The hat seller’s bag was empty because:     
a) the monkeys took the hats     
b) he fell asleep under the tree     

c) he sold them in the village market     

d) he was surprised    

   

6) The lesson readers learn from the story is that:     

a) monkeys are silly animals     

b) colourful hats should be kept in 
a safe place     

c) empty hats are good for 
monkeys     

d) smart thinking solves problems  

B) Answer the following questions:     

7) Why was the hat seller going to the village market?     

…………………………………………………………………………………………………     

  

8)How many hats were there in the bag?    

 ……………………………………………………………………………………………   
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“We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give. Voluntary work 
plays a vital role in our society”. Plan and write a report of two paragraphs (not less than 
12 sentences) about “Voluntary Work” explaining how the environmental voluntary 
foundations can help the community and the benefits we can get from volunteering.     

NB: (Your writing should include topic sentences, supporting details and a conclusion)       
  

 

…………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………… 
……………………………………………………………………  
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Unit 4   
Vocabulary     

a) Choose the correct word from a, b, c & d:     
     

1. There is a ………………. of different workers in the Arab Gulf countries.     
     

a) fusion         b) peninsula           c) habitat        d) species     
     

2. Saudi Arabia is a great …………….……located in Asia.     
     

a) species       b) peninsula           c) habitat        d) fusion     
     

3. My cupboard ………………… of many shelves for my clothes.     
     

a) showcases      b) appeals            c) consists       d) seeks     
     

4. Tropical areas have ………………. climate with heavy rains.     
     

a) major         b) monsoonal           c) significant      d) cracked     
     

b) Fill in the spaces with the correct answer:-     
     

species – habitat – major – monsoonal – peninsula        

5. Pollution and global warming are …………………threats to the environment.     

6. There are many different ………….………of butterflies.     

7. The Malaysian ……………………has wonderful touristic places.     

8. Fruits vary due to the ………………. climate in some countries.   
9.    
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Grammar     

a) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:     

My cousin (is preparing - have prepared - would prepare) for her wedding party next   
Thursday. I (will plan - am planning - shall plan) to be with her all the time. Her 
groom’s parents (am invite - is inviting - are inviting) many guests for the wedding. 
All the family and friends (are coming - come - has come) with nice presents for the 
beautiful bride.      b) Do as shown between the brackets:     

9. I am going to attend the medical conference next week.           (Make Negative)     

……………………………….………………………………………………………..…..     

10. My father (arrive) late at night from Turkey.               (Correct the verb)     

………………………………………………………………………………………..……     

11. We are packing our suitcases for tomorrow’s flight to The USA.  (Ask a question)     

………………………………………………………………………………………………   
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Writing  
     
“A holiday is the time when we are free of our work and duties”. Plan and write an e 
mail of two paragraphs (not less than 12 sentences) to your friend Fatima telling her 
about “A country you visited “, explaining why you chose it for your holiday and give 
a description of this place to your friend.     
NB: (Your writing should include a topic sentences, supporting details and a conclusion)    
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Write your topic here     

    …………………………………………………………………………………………….     

………………………………………………………………………………………………   

………………………………………………………………………………………………   

………………………………………………………………………………………………  
………………………………………………………………………………………………   

………………………………………………………………………………………………   

………………………………………………………………………………………………   

………………………………………………………………………………………………   

………………………………………………………………………………………………    

………………………………………………………………………………………………   

………………………………………………………………………………………………   

………………………………………………………………………………………………   

………………………………………………………………………………………………   

………………………………………………………………………………………………  

………………………………………………………………………………………………  

    

    

    


